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ABSTRACT

Techniques are investigated that use acoustic information

from existing source language databases to implement au-

tomatic speech recognition (ASR) systems for new target

languages for which little data are available. Strategies

for cross-language use of acoustic information are proposed

and are implemented via maximum a posteriori probabili-

ty (MAP) and transformation-based techniques, as well as

via discriminative learning techniques. The discriminative

learning technique used is based on a cost-based exten-

sion of the minimum classi�cation error (MCE) approach.

Experiments are performed using relatively large amounts

of English speech data from either a separate database or

from the same database as smaller amounts of Afrikaans

speech data to improve the performance of an Afrikaans

speech recogniser. Results indicate that a signi�cant re-

duction in word error rate is achievable (between 14% and

48% for experiments), depending on the method used and

the amount of target language data available.

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of automatic speech recognition (ASR)

systems for the large number of \minor" languages of the

world is becoming increasingly relevant as technology be-

comes more a�ordable. The standard methods used for

constructing speech recognition systems, in particular use

of hidden Markov models (HMMs), have been shown to

work well for a large number of languages [1], but neces-

sitate a large amount of training data. The collection of

large speech databases is an expensive and time consuming

process, thereby limiting the development of speech recog-

nition technology for many languages.

Sharing of acoustic information between languages by con-

structing multilingual phone sets has been researched [2, 3],

but results indicate that recognition performance degrada-

tion is generally achieved in return for simpli�ed modelling

of acoustic parameters and easily integrated multilingual

recognition. Only a few studies [3, 4, 5] have considered

using cross-language acoustic information for the explicit

goal of improving the performance of a speech recogniser

in a new target language.

Previously used strategies for the cross-language use of a-

coustic information include (i) pooling multilingual data to

construct explicitly multilingual phoneme models, as used

in multilingual systems [2, 3] and (ii) using target language

data to adapt models trained on source language(s) [4,

5]. We experiment with two new approaches namely (iii)

the training of models on combined source and target lan-

guage data, followed by subsequent adaptation on target

language data only and (iv) the transformation of source

language data to augment target language data for model

training, followed by target language speci�c adaptation.

Maximum a posteriori probability (MAP), transformation-

based and minimum classi�cation error (MCE) techniques

are used to implement the cross-language adaptation of a-

coustic models or data. The modelling framework used is

that of hidden Markov models in conjunction with Gaus-

sian mixtures for the distribution of acoustic features in

each state. Experiments are performed to evaluate the per-

formance of various approaches from the framework, using

English speech from the TIMIT database and English and

Afrikaans data from the bilingual SUN Speech database

[6].

The organisation of this paper is as follows. In Section 2

we discuss di�erent strategies for the cross-language use

of acoustic information. In Section 3 issues involving the

adaptation of acoustic models across language boundaries

are discussed. Section 4 presents experiments to evaluate

the various approaches that combine di�erent strategies

and algorithms for cross-language use of acoustic informa-

tion. We conclude in Section 5.

2. CROSS-LANGUAGE USE OF

ACOUSTIC INFORMATION

Cross-language use of acoustic information attempts to ex-

ploit the acoustic-phonetic similarities between languages.

These similarities are evident from the use of internation-

al phonetic inventories, such as the International Phonetic

Alphabet (IPA), that serve to classify the sounds of many

languages. There are still, however, di�erences with re-

spect to the acoustic properties of sounds from di�erent

languages that share the same labels. Also, often a target

language may contain sounds that do not occur in lan-

guages for which large databases are available. Labelling

conventions, recording conditions and the type of speech

recorded may also di�er between databases, making cross-

language and cross-database use of acoustic information a

formidable task.

2.1. Language and database issues

When cross-language use of acoustic information is at-

tempted, it is important to use databases of languages that
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are as similar as possible to ensure that maximal overlap

of phonetic inventory as well as overlap of phonetic con-

text between the languages occur. When more than one

database is used, labelling conventions generally di�er and

a mapping may have to be determined from source lan-

guage labels to target language labels. For experiments

detailed in this paper, a phonetic expert determined a map-

ping from TIMIT to the SUN Speech database.

2.2. Strategies for cross-language use

of acoustic information

The simplest strategy for using acoustic information across

language boundaries is to train acoustic models on pooled

source and target language data. This may lead to a loss

of accuracy compared to using target language data on-

ly [7]. However, when only a limited amount of target

language data is available and when data from a close-

ly matching language is available, some performance gain

has been achieved with multilingual pooling [3].

Adaptation of source language acoustic models using lim-

ited amounts of target language data has been shown to

improve performance in target language experiments [4,

5]. Complex source language models can be estimated by

using the large amount of source language data. These mo-

dels can then be adapted using possibly limited amounts

of target language data.

Model training on pooled source and target language data,

followed by target language speci�c adaptation presents a

new approach to use available data. Relatively robust, yet

imprecise, multilingual models are trained to begin with

and these are \�ne-tuned" using target language data. The

\tuning" attempts to improves the accuracy of the models

w.r.t. target language characteristics without sacri�cing

the robustness of the multilingual models.

A �nal strategy for cross-language use of acoustic infor-

mation is to transform source language data to augment

target language data for model training. When using mul-

tiple databases for cross-language adaptation this may be

of speci�c interest because di�erences, other than language,

may also be removed as part of the process. Due to the fact

that the data transformation may be relatively simple and

also does not compensate for the di�erences in variance

between the data sets, target language speci�c adaptation

is performed to further improve performance.

3. ADAPTATION TECHNIQUES

Cross-language adaptation of acoustic models is diÆcult s-

ince acoustic variations across languages may be large and

a speaker independent (SI) to SI mapping has to be com-

puted. A number of adaptation techniques are discussed

next.

MLLR

MLLR-MAP

Prior
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Fig. 1. Graphical comparison of the working of the MAP-

MLLR and MLLR-MAP techniques, showing adapta-

tion of the Gaussian mean

3.1. MAP adaptation

Maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) adaptation us-

es prior information about the distribution of parameters

to perform improved estimation given a limited amount

of observation data. This is particularly applicable in our

case, since prior information from existing speech databas-

es can be used to improve model estimates using limited

amounts of speech in a new language. In a previous paper

[6] simple (single mixture) Gaussian models were estimat-

ed. In this paper conditional normal-Wishart prior distri-

butions are used for the mean and variance of Gaussian

mixture parameters and Dirichlet priors are used for both

the transition probability and mixture weight parameters,

as proposed by Gauvain & Lee [8].

3.2. Transformation-based adaptation

The transformation of Gaussian mean components is im-

plemented according to the maximum likelihood linear re-

gression (MLLR) approach [9]. Adaptation of the Gaussian

variance components is done separately from the transfor-

mation of the Gaussian means. A least squares transfor-

mation is calculated in log-space, thereby considering the

relative accuracies of the values and also maintaining the

constraint that the variance values have to be non-negative.

Tieing is used in calculating the transformations by group-

ing together HMMs according to phonetic categories.

3.3. CombinedMAP and transformation-

based adaptation

Bayesian and transformation-based adaptation techniques

are combined in two di�erent ways in attempts to retain de-

sired properties from both strategies. MLLR-MAP adap-

tation performs MLLR adaptation in a �rst step, followed

by MAP adaptation. This combines the fast adaptation

performance of MLLR with the asymptotic performance of

MAP adaptation. The second method de�nes an a priori

distribution for the transformation and proceeds to com-

pute the maximum a posteriori linear regression (MAPLR)

parameters [10]. MAPLR can improve generalisation per-

formance by controlling the amount of adaptation when

only a small amount of target language data is available.



3.4. Minimum classi�cation error adap-

tation

Minimum classi�cation error (MCE) [11] training adjusts

model parameters to minimise the classi�cation error rate.

We implemented a modi�ed version of MCE by associating

a cost with each classi�cation error. The cost (�kl) asso-

ciated with classifying a token from class k as class l is

incorporated into the MCE misclassi�cation measure by

di(X; �) = �gi(X; �) + log
h MX
j;j 6=i

e(log �ij+gj(X;�))�

M � 1

i
1=�

;

(1)

where gi(X; �) is the likelihood function of observation X

for class i, M is the number of classes and � is a small

integer constant. The advantage of our approach is that the

cost (�kl) can be determined for target language phonemes

and used to improve the generalisation achieved with MCE.

4. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments evaluate the performance of the various

approaches that combine strategies for cross-language use

of acoustic information from Section 2 with adaptation

techniques from Section 3. English speech data from the

SUN Speech or TIMIT databases is used as source language

data in conjunction with either the (full) Afrikaans train-

ing set or the Afrikaans training subset as target language

data. Word accuracy for continuous speech recognition is

measured on the Afrikaans test set.

Table I summarises the methods that were experimented

with and their results, which are discussed in detail in this

section. Models trained on SUN Speech English data de-

liver reasonably good performance (57.9% word accuracy)

as opposed to using models trained on TIMIT (-5.9% word

accuracy). The results indicate that a large bias exists be-

tween the databases, probably aggravated by (unavoidable)

inaccuracies in mapping between di�erent phoneme sets.

Using only the Afrikaans (target) data delivers 67.6% and

45.0% word accuracy when training on the training set and

subset respectively. The performance achieved with the

training subset (45.0%) is less than that achieved with the

SUN Speech English data (57.9%) and can be attributed to

its small size. Same-database (i.e. only using SUN Speech)

pooling delivers reasonable improvements upon the base-

line Afrikaans only results, 68.1% versus 45.0% for the

training subset and 73.3% versus 67.6% for the full training

set. When cross-database pooling (i.e. using TIMIT and

SUN Speech) is attempted, however, there is no improve-

ment and a performance degradation is achieved for pool-

ing with the training set (55.3% versus 67.6%). Overall,

the pooling results indicate that same-database (i.e. same

recording conditions and labelling) source and target lan-

guage data availability facilitates easy cross-language use

of speech data, while using more than one database may

complicate data re-use.

For same-database MAP adaptation poor results are

achieved when only the Gaussian means are adapted, but

TABLE I

Peak word accuracy on the Afrikaans test set for different

approaches to cross-language adaptation on the Afrikaans

training set (A) and Afrikaans training subset (A1)

Source: SUN Speech TIMIT

Target: A1 A A1 A

Train source 57.9% 57.9% -5.9% -5.9%

Train target 45.0% 67.6% 45.0% 67.6%

Pooling 68.1% 73.3% 45.0% 55.3%

Mean-only MAP 66.1% 71.8% 53.1% 63.6%

Full MAP 70.2% 74.9% 57.0% 67.7%

Pooling-MAP 71.4% 75.3% 56.0% 69.0%

Mean-only MLLR 62.7% 67.0% 40.6% 49.6%

Full transform 65.7% 71.8% 43.0% 56.9%

MLLR-MAP 69.9% 74.8% 64.1% 72.0%

MAPLR 65.9% 73.9% 45.1% 56.1%

Pooling-MCE 71.3% 76.1% 51.4% 66.2%

Aug-MAP - - 61.8% 71.8 %

better results are achieved when all parameters (transition

probabilities, mixture weights, means and variances) are

adapted, achieving 70.2% and 74.9% word accuracies for

training subset and training set adaptation respectively.

Even better performance is achieved when full MAP adap-

tation is done from multilingual models (pooling-MAP),

achieving 71.4% and 75.3% word accuracy for training sub-

set and training set adaptation respectively. The train-

ing subset result (71.4%) represents a relative reduction in

word error rate of 48% over baseline Afrikaans training set

performance (45.0% word accuracy). For cross-database

adaptation, full MAP adaptation delivers better perfor-

mance than mean-only MAP adaptation and shows a large

improvement over using the Afrikaans training subset only

(57.0% versus 45.0%), but shows little improvement (0.1%)

over using the Afrikaans training set only. Using multilin-

gual priors for MAP adaptation (pooling-MAP) improves

performance over using TIMIT priors for Afrikaans train-

ing set adaptation (69.0% versus 67.7%), but degrades per-

formance for the Afrikaans training subset (56.0% versus

57.0%).

Transformation-based adaptation in isolation delivers poor

performance and does not even achieve the performance of

the pooling approach for same-database experiments, or

the performance of training only on target data for cross-

database experiments. Transformation of mean and vari-

ance (using the least squares log space variance transform)

consistently outperforms using mean-only MLLR, but still

does not deliver useful performance. For same-database

adaptation peak performance is achieved with 2 regression

classes. For cross-database adaptation, peak performance

when adapting on the training subset is achieved with 2 re-

gression classes and with 5 regression classes for adaptation

on the training set. For thoroughness, transformation of

models trained on pooled source and target data was also

experimented with, but also did not deliver useful perfor-

mance (results not shown).



The combination of Bayesian and transformation-based

techniques deliver interesting results, especially for cross-

database adaptation. MLLR-MAP adaptation delivers

the best results achieved with using the TIMIT database,

achieving 64.1% and 72.0% word accuracy for training sub-

set and training set adaptation, which represents 35% and

14% relative reductions in word error rate respectively over

the baseline Afrikaans results (45.0% and 67.6% word ac-

curacy). These results are achieved for relatively simple

transformations in the �rst stage, using a single regres-

sion class for training subset and 2 regression classes for

training set adaptation. Use of a relatively simple trans-

formation (few regression classes) removes bias between the

data sets, producing improved priors for subsequent (ful-

l) MAP adaptation. Experimentation with block-diagonal

and diagonal transformations in the �rst step did not deliv-

er further improvements in performance and are therefore

not reported in detail. Same-database MLLR-MAP adap-

tation delivers poorer performance than using only MAP

adaptation, which is expected since there should not be

signi�cant bias between source and target data from the

same database. Use of MAPLR mean and variance trans-

formation generally shows improvement over using MLLR,

but does not provide consistently useful performance.

MCE adaptation of models trained on pooled data delivers

good performance for same-database experiments, achiev-

ing best overall performance of 76.1% for Afrikaans train-

ing set adaptation. This represents a relative reduction in

word error rate of 26% over baseline Afrikaans training set

performance (67.6% word accuracy). MCE performance

for cross-database adaptation is poor and is attributed to

the fact the MCE is an optimisation approach that may

converge to local minima when initial seeding is not good.

The last approach for cross-language use of acoustic in-

formation that is investigated is the data augmentation

approach. Models are trained on target data augmented

with transformed source data, providing good prior models

for MAP adaptation. Performance of 61.8% word accu-

racy for Afrikaans training subset adaptation and 71.8%

word accuracy for Afrikaans training set adaptation are

achieved, which is better than that achieved with either

cross-language MAP or pooling-MAP approaches when the

TIMIT database is used as source. Only the MLLR-MAP

approach delivers better performance.

5. CONCLUSION

The results in this paper show signi�cant improvements in

performance for continuous speech recognition in a target

language by use of speech data from a source language.

Between 26% and 48% reduction in error rate for same-

database and between 14% and 35% reduction in error

rate for cross-database use of English speech in improv-

ing Afrikaans recognition is achieved.

All the general strategies for cross-language use of acoustic

information were shown to deliver useful results. The mul-

tilingual pooling-adaptation strategy, in conjunction with

full MAP or MCE adaptation, delivered the best result-

s when source and target data are closely matched i.t.o.

recording conditions and labelling conventions. When

more than one database is used, cross-language model

adaptation utilising MLLR-MAP adaptation delivered the

best performance. For cross-database experiments the

cross-language augmentation-adaptation strategy was also

shown to deliver useful performance.
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